
Q & A Wyoming Conference August 2017 

1. How do we get credit for HSEC earners who earn in the current year but have not exited 
by the new year? 

Learners no longer have to be exited in the FY for you to get credit for the HSE outcome, as attainment 
of an HSE now counts as a Measurable Skills Gain on Table 4 regardless of their Overall Status (as long as 
they are an NRS participant.)  In prior fiscal years, HSE attainment was counted on Table 5 only, and 
Table 5 is an exit outcome table, so participants had to be exited within the fiscal year. Beginning in 
16/17, HSE attainment is counted on Table 4 as a measurable skills gain, and participants do not have to 
be exited to populate Table 4. HSE attainment is also tracked on Table 5 but only as a combined 
outcome. There are two combined outcomes involving HSE attainment:  

1) Attainment of a secondary school diploma and enroll in postsecondary education or training  
2) Attainment of a secondary school diploma and employed 

These two outcomes are only tracked for NRS participants who exited in the fiscal year and were at a 9th 
grade level (ABE L5 or ABE L6) at some point in the fiscal year.  

To count on Table 4, the student must attain their HSE on or before FY end and be an NRS participant. If 
they additionally attain an EFL gain or enroll in post-secondary education or training after completion of 
their HSE, that outcome will be tracked instead of the HSE outcome, as each student can only report one 
measurable skills gain (the most current) per period of participation.  

2. How do you know how many people attempted to earn their HSEC by viewing table 4? 

You can’t. Table 4 Column E will only display people who earned their HSE in the first period of 
participation and did not have an additional measurable skills gain reported after the HSE attainment. 
There are other ways to verify who attempted their HSE attainment and who passed. 

You can use the Assessments search to see which students have taken their HSE exam, regardless of 
pass/fail status, and then search from that selection for those who specifically passed. 

From the student grid, click the blue Searches link on the left to expand the search window. Click the 
triangle to the left of Assessments to expand the assessment search options, and then select the 
General Assessment Search. The green Add button will add the results of this search to any other search 
filters you have in place. The green Replace button will replace all search filters with only the results of 
this search. 

 

 



 

In the General Assessment Search window, select the following: 

Instrument: (typically HiSET or GED) 

Form: Official HiSET or 2014 GED 

Level: (not applicable) You must select the option that indicates (not applicable), don’t just leave this 
blank. If you do not select (not applicable), you will not be able to select the subtest of Total Score on 
the next line and will not get correct results. 

Subtest or Measure: Total Score 

Date: Date range on which you’re searching, typically current fiscal year 

Scaled Score and SPL or GLE can be left blank. 

If you wish to know everyone who took the test, regardless or pass/fail, click Apply. If you want to know 
only those who passed, click the Include only those who PASSED checkbox and then click Apply. 



 

Once you have run the search, you can repeat the steps above, being sure to click the Add (not Replace) 
button and narrow down to only those who passed. 

Some agencies also manually enter goals for Obtain secondary school diploma and manually update 
them to met after attainment as a way of tracking this data. 

3. Can we manage pops? 

PoPs (Period of Participation) are defined on a per student basis. A period of participation begins for a 
student when they enter the program and they become an NRS participant by having 12 or more hours 



of instruction without an exit between those hours. A period of participation ends when the student 
exits the program. Exit is defined as 90 or more days without hours or scheduled services. PoPs can cross 
fiscal years, so it is possible for a student to have only one period of participant even if they attend in 
multiple fiscal years. A measurable skills gain is reported for the student for each fiscal year even if they 
only have one period of participation. 

The best way to “manage” PoPs is to put your data into LACES in as accurate and timely a manner as 
possible and let LACES determine where in the period of participation the student is. All business rules in 
LACES are programmed based on the federal guidelines to correctly track the student’s periods of 
participations and gains. 

4. Does every student have their own timeline? What is their start time and end time? 

Yes, each student has their own unique period of participation which begins at entry and attainment of 
12+ hours of instruction and ends when they have gone 90 or more days without hours or scheduled 
services. 

5. If a student is doing distance education does that keep them active during a pop? 

Yes, provided the distance education results in the student earning instructional hours in that 
timeframe. A PoP only ends if the student has gone 90 or more days without entry of instructional hours 
or a scheduled service indicated. 

6. What happens with someone who starts in June and crosses into July? Does that 
negatively impact numbers? 

Potentially but not always. Participants are reported based on Measurable Skills Gain by the end of the 
fiscal year (June 30) and would likely not have had enough time to earn sufficient hours to be post-
tested and make a gain by June 30 if they start in July, so they could potentially adversely affect your 
numbers in their first reporting period. 

7. Does Marcia take numbers from our final report or does she run these numbers from 
the state level? 

The federal tracking for benchmarks if based on Column K on Table 4 for measurable skills gains. For 
Table 5 outcomes, the total number is typically a combination of state data match numbers and 
numbers indicated in your final reports. 

8. Will students populate in our table past July 1st? 

A student will populate NRS tables for a new fiscal year even if they do not earn 12+ hours in the new FY 
IF they are continuing a period of participation started in the preceding fiscal year. Students must have a 
valid Educational Functioning Level in each new fiscal year but do not need to re-qualify for NRS 
participant status by earning 12+ hours again if they did not have an official exit (defined as 90 or more 
days without earning instructional hours or having a scheduled service.) 



9. Can we leave students as prospective in the database until they complete paperwork 
and enroll? 

Yes. If they do not enroll within 90 days, you should update their Prospective status to Never Attended. 
You can always search on the student name and enroll them if they return, which will update their 
Overall Status to Enrolled. 

10.   How do I record a current offender under barriers?  

OCTAE has not provided written Implementation Guidelines with full definitions for each barrier yet. 
However, the guidance does currently state that “ex-offender” should not be selected while the student 
is still incarcerated if it is their first offense. 

11.   What is the best place to see if I have a student who has more than 12 hours but is not in 
a POP? 

From the student grid, start with Current Fiscal Year selection. Go to Searches>NRS>Student Diagnostic 
Search. 

 



Select the current FY as the reporting system. Scroll down to Students with 12+ instruction hours but not 
in a PoP. If there is a number to the right of this line, click that number to be taken to that list of 
students. Typically, if you have students who have 12 or more hours but are not in a period of 
participation, it is because they do not have a valid Educational Functioning Level (due to no pre-test or 
an invalid level) or due to have a 90+ day gap between attainment of their 12+ hours of instruction. 

 

 

 

 



12.   What table shows IETP? 

Table 3. The subset program of Integrated Education and Training Program tracks participants who are 
in one of the three Primary Programs but additionally meet the IETP requirements. IETP is not currently 
a requirement for every program in every state and may not be implemented at your agency. Consult 
your state office for additional guidance. 
 
Integrated Education and Training Programs are defined as: A service approach that provides adult 
education and literacy activities concurrently and contextually with workforce preparation activities and 
workforce training for a specific occupation or occupational cluster for the purpose of educational and 
career advancement. 
 
To enroll students in an IETP at the time of enrollment: 
 
Open the class record and click the Enrollment tab. Click the green Enroll button. In the enrollment 
selection window, select the students to enroll by clicking the checkbox to the left of their names. Once 
selected, note the IETP checkbox in the bottom left, near the Enroll Date window. Check this box if any 
or all of the selected students should be indicated as enrolled in an IETP. Enter the Enroll Date.  
 
If not all of the selected students are in an IETP or have the same enrollment date, you can click the 
green Show Selected button in the right-hand corner to display the selected students and allow you to 
edit the IETP and/or Enroll Dates to modify them on an individual student basis while still allowing you 
to enroll the students as a batch. 
 

 
 
Make changes, if needed, and click the Enroll Students button to enroll the selected students when 
finished. 
 
 



To enroll students in an IETP after they were already enrolled in the class without the IETP indicator: 
 
If you need to update the IETP checkbox at any point to indicate IETP enrollment for a student, open the 
class record in which the student is enrolled. Double click the student’s enrollment record in the class, or 
click the Edit (eye) icon. In the Edit Enrollment window, locate the IETP checkbox in the right-hand 
column. Check or uncheck, as appropriate, and save. You cannot currently update IETP as a batch. 
 

 
 
To view the IETP indicator for all students in a class: 
 
In the Class Enrollment tab, change the View from the default Enrollment Info to Grades. This view 
displays a column for IETP, allowing you to view the IETP indicator for all students in the class at once. 
 

 
 
Any exited NRS participant student with an IETP indicator will automatically populate Column B of Table 
5 for the Attainment of a Postsecondary credential outcome. 
 



13.   How are individual MSGs counted per POP? 

Measurable Skills Gains are calculated based on assessment, entry in post-secondary enrollment, or 

attainment of an HSE. Students only receive credit for the most recent gain in a period of participation 

and do not receive additional credit for more than one gain in a PoP. 

For a gain based on assessment, the pre-test subject area for the period of participation and the post-

test in the same subject area in the same period of participation must result in a scaled score or GLE 

increase sufficient to demonstrate a gain in the entry EFL to a higher EFL. Assessment data is entered in 

the Assessments panel. EFL gains must be made within the fiscal year and within the period of 

participation. You can verify a gain by looking at the Pre and Post indicators in the Assessment panel and 

seeing an increase in EFL, or by looking in the Outcomes panel>PoP Summary/Measurable Outcomes tab 

and seeing “Yes” in either the EFL Gain (MSG) or Enrolled in PS Ed/Trng (MSG) column. Gains can be 

reported in ANY subject area in which the student has a valid pre- and post-test, not just the lowest 

tracked subject area, beginning 7-1-17. 

For a gain based on enrollment in post-secondary education or training, evidence of enrollment must be 

entered in the Education tab>Postsecondary Education or Training panel. Entry into Postsecondary 

Education or Training must occur after exit and on or before the current fiscal year end in order to 

qualify as a measurable skills gain for Table 4.  

 



 

From the student record, go to Education>Postsecondary Education or Training panel. Click +Add New 

Record and enter the required Postsecondary Institution Type (Education or Training) and the Enroll 

Date (required), then Save. Other fields can be entered, if desired but the Type and Enroll Date are 

required. 

You can search for students completing a gain in Column D by going to the student grid>Current FY 

Students and clicking Searches>NRS>NRS Table 4>click the total number at the bottom of Column D.  

You can also search for students completing a gain in Column D by going to the student grid>Current FY 

Students> +Add Search option. From the +Add Search window, click the drop-down arrow and scroll to 

the bottom. Click the triangle to the left of Student PoPs. Select Enrolled PS Ed/Trng (MSG) = checked 

box (click the box to check it, indicating Yes). Then click the + box at the end of the row to add an 

additional search and click the drop-down arrow and scroll to the bottom. Click the triangle to the left of 

Student PoPs. Select EFL Gain (MSG) = checked box (click the box to check it, indicating Yes). Click Apply. 

This will return all students who have had a gain in a period of participation through a gain in 



educational functioning level or through meeting the requirements for enrolled in post-secondary 

education or training. 

 

You can also show a Measurable Skills Gain for participants who attained a secondary school diploma 

or its equivalent. Gains for this MSG are calculated based on evidence of attainment of a state and NRS 

approved secondary school credential or equivalent, such as a GED, HiSet, TASC, NEDP, or a state-

approved high school equivalency exam/certificate. Although column E displays based only on the first 

period of participation, this outcome is retroactively tracked and counted even if it occurred in an 

additional period of participation because gains in this column are counted if the student attains the 

credential while enrolled or after exit if prior to the end of the fiscal year. Attainment of an HSE for 

Table 4 purposes must occur on or before fiscal year end. Passing of a single or multiple subject areas 

of a secondary school equivalency exam will not count as attainment; all subject areas need to be 

passed for credit to be given for this measurable skills gain. Completion of individual subtests of the SSD 

exams may be entered in the Assessment panel, if desired, but the gain will not be counted until all 

subject areas have been successfully passed and the credential attained. Students only receive credit for 

the most recent gain (from either Column D or E) in a period of participation and do not receive 

additional credit for more than one gain in a PoP. 

Attainment of a secondary school diploma or its equivalent can be entered one of two ways.  

1. Scores can be entered in the Assessments tab, just as with any other assessment. Individual subject 

areas can be entered, if desired, but the gain will not be counted until all subject areas have been 

successfully passed and the credential attained. 

2. Indicator of attainment can also be entered in the Education tab>Diplomas/Credentials panel.  

From the student record, go to the Education tab>Diplomas/Credentials panel.  Click +Add New 

Record and enter the required Diploma/Credential Type from the drop-down menu and the Date 

Earned (required), then Save. Other fields can be entered, if desired but the Type and Date Earned 

are required. 



You can verify a gain through attainment of a secondary school diploma/equivalent by looking in the 

Outcomes panel>PoP Summary/Measurable Outcomes tab and seeing “Yes” in Attained SSD (MSG) 

column.  

You can search for students completing a gain in Column E by going to the student grid>Current FY 

Students and clicking Searches>NRS>NRS Table 4>click the total number at the bottom of Column E.  

You can also search for students completing a gain in Column E by going to the student grid>Current FY 

Students> +Add Search option. From the +Add Search window, click the drop-down arrow and scroll to 

the bottom. Click the triangle to the left of Student PoPs. Select Attained SSD (MSG) = checked box (click 

the box to check it, indicating Yes). Click Apply. This will return all students who have had a gain in a 

period of participation through attainment of a recognized secondary school diploma or its equivalent. 

14.   How do you deal with open enrollment? 

You can either put a future end date or duplicate the class each fiscal year (recommended.)   

(Be sure to make the status of the duplicated classes “Active” not “Prospective” or you won’t be able to 

bring the enrolled students over. You can make edits to duplicated classes if needed, such as changing a 

course number or room number.) 

 To duplicate a class, select the class you intend to duplicate.  Open the class record and go to the 

Enrollment tab. Click the Duplicate Class button. 

 You will get a Duplicate Class Setup data window to enter in the Status, Term, and Start and End Dates 

for your class. You can also select the following options for staff: 

 Do not bring over staff 

 Bring over only the primary staff assigned 

 Bring over all staff 
Because most agencies do not require that staff be assigned, you can choose any of the above options. 

The student list will automatically display only the students currently enrolled. You can uncheck the box 

indicating that only enrolled students should display in order to display all students, including those with 

a status of Left or Waiting. You can indicate which students from the list should be enrolled in the 

duplicated class by putting checkmarks (or removing checkmarks) from the checkboxes to the left of 

each name. 

You will be returned to the original class record, but the class has been duplicated and can be searched 

for using the title, term or course number. Repeat as needed for additional classes. 

15.   What do we do with our classes if we have different levels in one class or what if I have a 
morning and afternoon math class? 

That decision is up to you as long as you are following state policy. You can have one virtual 
representation of each class in LACES or combine multiple classes into one, whichever best fits your 
needs. 

 



16.   What are “unlinked” hours? 

Unlinked hours are hours not associated with a specific class. We do not recommend using Unlinked 
Hours except as a way to log hours that occur prior to class enrollment, such as pre-test, registration, 
and orientation hours, and even those can be rolled into the first hours entry for a class. Unlinked Hours 
do count for instructional totals for 12+ hours for NRS participation and for hours between assessments 
as long as they are designated as Instructional hours in the hours type. 

17.   How do we calculate our HSEC pass rate? 

See Question 2. You can also use the Searches>Adult Education Follow-Up>Secondary School Diploma 
Earned results divided into the number of persons you know attempted the test, although this search is 
currently not working but will be corrected in an upcoming build. 

18.   Who gets credit for HSEC when a student changes sites? 

Both sites receive credit if they are both aware of the HSE attainment and enter it into LACES. If the 
state obtains HSE information through data match, the state determines which site receives credit for 
duplicates. If the data is imported into LACES and the state chooses to de-duplicate, specific rules are 
followed to determine credit based on the following: 

An 'Agency of Duplicates' is created each year prior to the reporting due date.  This will display on the 
dropdown list as 'Agency of Duplicates' with the fiscal year (if you have access to this agency). The data 
is available if you choose to report on deduplicated data.  
 
The Data Deduplication process merges the data of duplicated students into the Agency of Duplicates, 
combining all student data into one record.  By merging student data and running NRS Deduplicated 
reports at the state level, students are prevented from counting multiple times in the same fiscal year.   
 
Data deduplication may cause the numbers on your NRS Deduplicated reports to be lower or higher 
than the numbers on your duplicated reports.  This may be caused by: 

 Students who were served by two agencies in the FY are NRS reportable in both agencies - 
merged to report only once.  (-1) 

 Students who were served by two agencies in the FY are NRS reportable in one agency but not 
NRS reportable in the other agency - merged, but still only count once.  (No change) 

 Students who were served by two agencies in the FY but not NRS reportable in either agency - 
merged, and now combined data causes the student to count once. (+1) 

 
Students who were served by more than one agency are merged based on the following criteria: 

 Matching SSN 
 Matching Birthdate 
 Matching Gender 
 At least one instructional hour and/or at least one assessment in the fiscal year being 

deduplicated 



Once the criteria is met, ALL student data is merged, including data from agencies who might have 
served the student in a previous fiscal year. A new student record is then created and added to 
the Agency of Duplicates for that fiscal year.   
 
 
Suggested process for the state director: 
 
After the Agency of Duplicates has been created, data deduplication can be thought of as a 4-step 
process: 
 
Step 1:  Identify students who were not merged during the deduplication process.  There are 3 new 
searches that help identify students who were not merged. (Information on the searches is below).   
Step 2:  Determine if the students should be merged.   
Step 3:  Enter outcome follow-up data in the Agency of Duplicates. 
Step 4:  Update Agency of Duplicate Fiscal Year Summary information to prepare the combined student 
information for deduplicated NRS reporting. 
 
 
How is the student data merged? 
 
When students match the criteria above, all student data from all agencies that have a matching record 
is combined to create a new student record.  This record will differ from the student's records in the 
agencies that served the student individually.  
 
Merged record contains: 

 Intake date: student's earliest intake date  
 Left date:  student's last hours date 
 Program: student's program from the agency with intake date <= the end of the FY being 

deduplicated 
 Demographics: student's demographics from the agency with intake date <= the end of the FY 

being deduplicated 
 Highest Education Completed at Entry: student's highest education from the agency with intake 

date <= the end of the FY being deduplicated 
 Highest Education Completed at Entry Location: student's highest education location from the 

agency with intake date <= the end of the FY being deduplicated 
 Public Assistance, Homeless, Economic Disadvantage, Dislocated Worker, Displaced 

Homemaker, Single Parent, Learning Disabled Adult:  if these are true in any of the student 
records being merged, these will be true in the merged record 

 Assessment subject area and levels:  populate from merged assessment records; assessment 
rules apply in the merged record; if an assessment has 'subject selected' checked, this will 
override other subject areas 

 Hours: combined to populate recalculated Lifetime Hours, Instructional Hours, and Current FY 
Instruct Hours 

 Employment status: populates based on the rules in place for continuing vs. re-entered student 
 Outcomes: populate based on the merged data 
 Student name will reflect the name in the record with the most recent intake date. 



19.   Can we see each other’s data? 

Currently, no. All student data is specific to the agency, except at the state level. We may implement 
data searching across sites to allow agencies to view student key data and assessments in a future LACES 
release, but have no timeline available for this functionality yet. 

20.   What are the ramifications of never exiting a student? 

The database will populate a Left Date and report them as an exited student after 90+ days without 
hours or scheduled services. You should still manually update the student records to indicate that they 
have exited, or they will continue to display in your classes as Enrolled and will continue to populate 
your current FY selection, increasing the chances of adding information to their record in error. 

21.   If I want to know how many students enrolled in Postsecondary Education and Training, 
where do I go? 

To search for students enrolled in Postsecondary Education or Training, use the +Add Search option at 
the student grid. Remember that by Adding the search, it will search in the current selection, using any 
filters already in place, so you typically would want to use this on all Current Fiscal Year students. 

Click +Add Search. When the search window comes up, click the down arrow in the first field to bring up 
your search options. Scroll down to Postsecondary Instruction.Postsecondary Institution Type. Select has 
any value in the next window, then click the + button to add another search criteria. 

Scroll to Postsecondary Instruction.Date Earned. Select the greater than or equal to operator and enter 
the starting date of the date range on which you wish to search. If searching for the entire fiscal year, 
enter 7-1-FY.   

Click the Grouping icon (the one with three stacked lines, in the middle of the icons). LACES will add 
another line with Postsecondary Instruction.Date Earned. Change the OR to AND. Select the less than or 
equal to operator and enter the ending date of the date range on which you wish to search. If searching 
for the entire fiscal year, enter 6-30-FY.  Click Apply. 

You can use the Save Search option to save this search under My Searches so you do not have to re-
create the search every time you want to use it, and you can edit/update the start and end dates as 
needed. 



 

22.   How does a post test count within each POP or over multiple POPs? 

Assessments occurring after the initial pre-test, within the same subject area, using instrument to 
instrument assessments, are considered post-tests. A post-test should only be administered if the 
student has met the minimum test manufacturers published guidelines and state policy number of 
hours between assessments. A post-test can be administered that counts double-duty as a post-test for 
PoP1 and a pre-test for PoP2; in order to show a level gain through EFL completion, the student must 
have a valid pre and post-assessment in each PoP, whether the assessments were administered new for 
each PoP or counted from a prior PoP. 

23.   What is the best way to handle the year end with students? Is it better to exit them? 

Students should be exited if it is known that they have exited or if the class End Date has passed. 
Students should be enrolled into new fiscal year classes if they have been continuing instruction through 
the final quarter of the prior fiscal year. 

24.   What documentation is needed for a “Leave of Absence?” 

One of the major WOIA changes is the concept of Periods of Participation (PoP).  While the student is 

enrolled and earning instructional hours without a 90+ day gap in activity, the student is in a PoP. Once 

the student completes all enrollments and leaves the program, or stops attending and is gone for 90+ 

days, the student begins a new PoP when they return. 

However, a scheduled service by enrollment date or scheduled service start date overrides the 90+ 

day left rule. 

 

 

 



The NRS states: 

 Program exit occurs when the participant has not received services for the past 90 days and has 
no additional services scheduled. The date of exit is the last date on which the participant 
receives services.   

 

How this works in LACES: 

 

 Scheduled Service   Rules  When to use 

 Class, group, or workshop 

enrollment that is scheduled 

during a student’s PoP but 

starts on a future date. The 

enroll date will be within the 

PoP but the enrollment start 

date will be in the future. Pairs 

are NOT scheduled services.  

The scheduled service is based on 

the student enroll date in a class, 

group, or workshop - not the 

class or group start date. 

 

The scheduled service is in effect 

until 90 days after the class or 

group start date if the student did 

not earn instructional hours. The 

student will then be 'left' in the 

appropriate PoP. A future class or 

group enrollment may cross the 

fiscal year boundary.  

Use if your agency creates future 

classes, groups or workshops, and 

you are allowed to enroll the 

students in advance of the class, 

group, or workshop start date. For 

example:  

 A student was in a PoP 
between 7/1 and 9/25 but is 
not currently enrolled.  

 The student plans to return 
after the first of the year.  

 Classes, groups, and 
workshops that do not begin 
until the new year are 
created with a start date in 
January. 

 The student is then enrolled 
into these classes, groups, or 
workshops.  

 The student must have an 
enroll date that falls within 
90 days of the last PoP 
activity date, but the 
enrollment start date will be 
in January. 

 The student will not be left if 
there is a gap of 90+ days 
without activity. However, 
the student must earn 
instructional hours within 90 
days of the enrollment start 
date. 

This is a scheduled service. 



Pro: Staff/tutors assigned to teach 

these classes or groups can plan 

accordingly, since they know how 

many students will be attending. 

Con: Students may not return even 

though they are scheduled, and 

must either be deleted from the 

class or group, or the enroll status 

changed to Never Attended. This 

creates additional data entry and 

may affect student measurable 

outcomes follow up quarters.  

Indicated by a 'Scheduled 

Service Start Date' entered in 

the student record at the 

Education tab/Education panel. 

This is the date a student is 

planning to begin a future 

service. 

The scheduled service ‘expires’ 

90+ days after that date if there 

has been no enrollment during 

that time, and the student will 

then be 'left' in the appropriate 

PoP. A Scheduled Service Start 

Date may cross fiscal year 

boundaries.  

Use if your agency creates future 

classes or groups, but students are 

not allowed to be future enrolled. 

Or: If your agency does not create 

future classes or groups but needs a 

way to show that a student plans to 

return after a gap in activity. OR: If 

your agency creates future classes or 

groups, but students are not allowed 

to be future enrolled because of 

customized assessment rules. You 

want to indicate that a student will 

return but the student cannot be 

enrolled in a future class or group 

without a new assessment. (NOTE: 

check the User News at the '<ST> 

Customizations' link to see if your 

state or agency has customized 

assessment rules.) Pro: Allows you 

to indicate that a student plans to 

return but is not yet enrolled in a 

class or group, which prevents the 

student from being considered left. 

Con: The student may not return to 

be enrolled. If the student is not 

enrolled but is not considered left, 

you must remember to check the 

Scheduled Service Start Date field. 

The date can be deleted, but this 

may create additional data entry 

may affect student measurable 



outcomes follow up quarters. Also, 

when this date is entered, the 

student overall status may be left, 

and a Left Date displays in the 

student header field, but the PoP 

summary record will NOT display a 

left date.  

Scheduled Service Start Date 

1. This student entered the program on 9/12/2016 and his last hours date was 
9/28/2016.  That was the student's last activity in the PoP.  It has been more than 90 days since 
9/28/2016, so the student is left. Notice that the Left Date in the student header and the Left 
Date in the PoP summary record are the same.   

 
 

Now, assume that today's date is 3/24/2017. The student plans to return on 5/1/2017 but is not 

enrolled in a class or group. The date of 5/1/2017 is entered in the Scheduled Service Start Date field.  

https://sites.google.com/a/literacypro.com/wioa-laces-updates/periods-of-participation/sservice date.jpg?attredirects=0


 

The student is no longer considered left because he has a scheduled service. However, notice that his 

overall status is still Left and the Left Date of 9/28/2016 still displays in the student header, but his PoP 

summary record does NOT display a left date.  

 

 

Q: When will Jim be considered left in the PoP? 

A: If Jim does not enroll in a class or group within 90 days of 5/1/2017 (approximately 8/1/2017), his 

original left date of 9/28/2016 will re-populate in the PoP summary record. This may affect follow up 

for his outcome measures. 

If the date is deleted from the field, the left date will re-populate in the PoP summary record.  

https://sites.google.com/a/literacypro.com/wioa-laces-updates/periods-of-participation/sstartdate.JPG?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/a/literacypro.com/wioa-laces-updates/periods-of-participation/sservice no date.jpg?attredirects=0


Scheduled Enrollment 

1. Using the same student from the example above, the last activity in his first PoP was 
9/28/2016.  There is no date in the Scheduled Service Start Date field. 

2. The student was, however, enrolled in a class that is scheduled to begin on 5/1/2017.  
3.  If the student's enrollment date in the class is within 90 days of 9/28/2017, he will not be 

considered left.  In this example, his enrollment date was 10/15/2016, which is within 90 days of 
his left date of 9/28/2016.  

 
 

Q: When will Jim be considered left in the PoP? 

 

A: If Jim does not earn instructional hours within 90 days of the class start date, his original left date of 

9/28/2016 will re-populate in the PoP summary record. This may affect follow up for his outcome 

measures. 

You may delete Jim's enrollment record in the class if he does not return. When the enrollment is 

deleted, the left date will repopulate in the PoP summary record.  

It is important to utilize Scheduled Services only as directed by your state policy.  When a student has 

a scheduled service, they are not left unless the scheduled services requirements have not been met. 

This is important for employment, obtain secondary credential, and entered postsecondary follow 

up.  Make sure you are following your state policy regarding scheduled services.   

You can update a Leave of Absence form by canning an electronic version of a Leave of Absence form 

created by your agency and uploading it to the Student Documents panel in the Key Info tab of each 

student record. 

25.   How do I get to the scheduled service? 

He Scheduled Service Start Date field is in the Education tab>Education panel of each student record. 

26. Where is the staff report located? 

https://sites.google.com/a/literacypro.com/wioa-laces-updates/periods-of-participation/future.jpg?attredirects=0


The Staff Alerts (new) can be added to the Dashboard by opening the Widget Library and clicking the 
Staff Alerts option to add this dashboard alert. 

 

 


